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ANNIVEUARY ADDITION: 

4 FOR 911 
Porsche development program number 964 reaches fruition 

just in time to debut precisely 25 years after first 911 

Porsche 911 4wd engine lid cooling grille automatically rises at about 50 mph to become wing; exhaust is routed through new bumper 

C
ompleting its winter-weather 
testing recently was the still-se
cret 4wd Porsche 911 that will 
debut this October-precisely 
25 years after the 911 series was 

first shown (as the 901) at the 1963 Frank
furt Auto Show. 

According to German magazine Auto 
Motor und Sport, which provided the photos 
seen here and details about the car, produc
tion of the 4wd model (known internally by 
its development project number, 964) 
begins August 1, the first Porsche to be built 
in a brand-new assembly facility at the Zuf
fenhausen works . After its October intro, 
probably at the British auto show at Bir-
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mingham's National Exhibition Center 
(NEC-the U.K.'s big one), the car will 
likely reach the states next January. 

Insiders say that, as an addition to the 
model range the 911 ALLrad (a German name 
translated literally as 911 All-wheel) is "an 
evolution model of the Porsche 911 with all 
the technical components which the demand
ing sports car customer expects today. ' , 

Porsche's interpretation of those expecta
tions reads like this: 

ePour-wheel drive with automatic limited 
slip differentials at rear and center; 

eABS braking; 
ePower assisted rack-and-pinion steering; 
eAirbags for both driver and passenger; 

eMore power from a high-tech engine; 
eA rear wing that elevates automatically 

with increasing speed. 
Porsche, after flirting with making the 

928 the center of its model range some years 
back, has accepted the fact that Porsche
philes don't want to lose the classic design 
of the 911. Therefore the modest facelift 
performed on the all-wheel drive model 
onLy. New plastic bumpers front and rear 
and reshaped rocker panels complement the 
basic 911 silhouette and bear evident rela
tion to the 959's styling. 

What's more interesting though is that 
Porsche is seeking a family identity for all 
its cars, with the 4wd model's front and 
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rear picking up on theines first shown on the 
928 S4. An upcoming facelift of the 9241 
944 range will also share some design ele
ments with its bigger brothers. 

But if it looks much like a customized 
911, the 964 is clearly a different car under
neath. The platform is completely reworked 
to make room for the central tunnel contain
ing the trans axle and drive tube to the front 
differential between the front drive shafts . 
The suspension abandons the 911' s torsion 

Power-assisted 
rack-and-pinion 
steering: A 
conventional 
rack-and-pinion had to 
be used, since the front 
differential eats up the 
space normally 
occupied by the 911 's 
center-drive layout 

New front axle construction : A 
spring-shock unit at each wheel 
with a wishbone at the bottom 
and coil springs rather than 
torsion bars. The front 
differential is conventional and 
cannot be locked. 
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bars in favor of coil-over-shock units at all 
four comers, the front using lower wish
bones, the rear redesigned with cast alumi
num trailing arms. Imagine something half
way between the suspensions of the 911 and 
the radically different 959. 

Similarly, the 964 project resulted in a 
4wd system somewhat less advanced than 
the 959's, but drawing on some of the engi
neering knowledge gathered from the super
car project , including electronic control of 

the differential locking system. 
A central limited slip differential is 

geared to direct 31 percent of driving torque 
to the front wheels, 69 percent to the rears . 
The speed sensors at each wheel (used also 
for the ABS system) transmit a signal ac
tuating multiplate clutch locking systems for 
the rear and center diffs when any wheel 
starts to slip. The center and rear differen
tials can also be locked by a switch on the 
dashboard. Porsche sees this feature as an 

aid to starting on slippery surfaces, not for 
off-road use , so the effect automatically re
duces with increased speed . 

Power steering-a first for the 911-is an 
indirect result of installing the 4wd system. 
The additional 70 kg (154.3 lb) of the drive 
system primarily rests on the front wheels-
50 kg (110 lb) worth. Driving tests in early 
prototype 964s showed engineers it needed 
high steering efforts and though Porsche 
suspects purists will be dismayed , it chose 

Center differential: Planetary 
gearset distributes torque 31 
percent to front wheels, 69 to 
rear. Locking is done by 
multiplate clutches operating 
on center differential and rear 
transaxle, and is controlled 
electronically based on 
impulses from the speed 
sensors at each wheel, (which 
also tie into ABS) or by 
cockpit switch. 

The 911 's traditional 
torsion-iiar and fabricated 
diagonal control arm rear 
suspension is supplanted in 
964 project by cast aluminum 
trailing arms and coil springs 
over shock absorbers 

Re-engineered flat six 
displaces 3.5 liters, 
generates 250 hp 
when equipped with 
catalysts, uses twin 
spark plugs per 
cylinder and new 
variable valve-timing 
camshafts. The resu It, 
despite the added 
weight and drivetrain 
friction, is 
acceleration and top 
speed superior to that 
of today's 911 coupe 

Rigid tube connects front and rear drive systems, contains 
driveshaft and gear shift linkage. Layout (similar to that 
linking engine and rear transaxle in front-engine 944) 
required reworked chassis. Of 4wd system's total 155 Ib 
weight, about 110 Ib rests on the front wheels 
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not to impose those on the driver. The 
power assist is applied to a conventional 
rack-and-pinion system, not the normal 
911 's center-drive unit. 

The 964 program's ABS-again , a first 
for the 911 range-is another feature some 
hard-core enthusiasts may scoff at, but 

Porsche development chief Helmuth Bott 
says , "We are of the opinion that the mod
ern sports car must be technologically 
equipped to offer a good driver everything 
that makes driving easier and safer. " 

Safety also explains the dual airbags-the 
bags are more convenient than automatic 

safety belts and considered "safety access
ories" for the modem sports car. Porsche is 
on the cutting edge in airbags, installing 
them on the passenger side (already on the 
944) much sooner than other auto makers . 

All told, the added equipment (4wd sys-

First Drive of U.S. 9n Club Sport 
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Lightweight special offers owners more fun with less 

T
he idea is irresistible: A Porsche 911 
coupe designed and built for th~ club 
racer. It's like modifying an absolute. 

It's a racer's racer. 
It is Porsche's 911 Club Sport. 
One 911 CS owner was so smitten. 

Though he briefly considered a BMW, he 
quickly dismissed it. "An M3 is nice," he 
said, "but after a year I'd learn how to 
drive it and I'd get bored with it. You 
never really learn to drive a 911. That's 
why it'll never get boring." 

If you want to pick nits, the 911 CS 
isn't a Porsche model per se. It's an option 
package, like a slope nose treatment or a 
Turbo-look body kit. It is built to order 
and there's no production limit. 

What makes it an autocrosser's car, you 
ask? Then ask what is really bothersome 
to an ardent autocrosser: decadent, heavy 
comfort stuff hanging over the car. After 
all, aren't items like air conditioning and 
stereo sub-woofers simply excess baggage 
for real racing enthusiasts? 

Porsche has taken these discriminating 
buyers' needs to heart and, since Octo
ber, has quietly offered the CS to buyers 
who want the closest thing to a body-in
white racer that still carries license plates. 

The sparse interior of the CS is guaran
teed to bring a grudging smile from the 
hard-core: There is only one sun visor 
(driver's side). The only leather is on the 
steering wheel. There ar~ no backseats. 
And forget a radio. Lift up the carpets and 
you see sheet metal-no sound-deadening 
insulation to add weight and get in the way 
when it's time to install a roll cage. 

But wait, there's less! No electric win
dows. Or power door locks. No air condo. 
Not even thermostatically controlled heat, 
just a back-to-basics on/off lever on the 
center tunnel behind the shifter. 

What's this? ELectric side mirrors. 
Well, even Porsche can't delete what it 
can't replace; the mighty Zuffenhausen 
machine has no mamial side mirrors in its 
inventory and so must use electric. 

How clever of Porsche, the specialty 
maker, to anticipate the needs of the mi
nority buyer and take all the stuff off and 
maybe save the true enthusiast a few bucks. 

Ooops. They must have switched me 

Only outward clue this is CS version comes from its fender-mounted logo (top left). Note 
minimalist interior (below left, right) no power windows or locks, hole in dash for radio 

price tags: This CS is listed for $45,-
895, the same as a base 911 coupe with all 
the stuff. Sorry, Charlie, you saw right. 

The CS and the base 911 cost the same. 
With all this maximum-minimalist 

Porsche performance philosophy, what do 
you get in the Club Sport edition you don't 
find in the base 911 ? 

Performance. 
Both have nat rally aspirated 3.2 liter 

flat-six engines making 214 hp. The CS 
version, however, boasts a higher t;edline 
(by 300 rpm, to 6840), a firmer suspen
sion and a 155 fewer pounds. The end 
result is a quicker 911 coupe. The CS goes 
from a stop to 60 mph in 5.6 seconds, a 

full half a second faster than the 911 coupe 
and just a tenth slower than Porsche' s 
mighty 282-hp 911 Turbo, according to 
Porsche's figures. Slight modifications are 
responsible for the new motor's perfor
mance: Hollow intake valves, and a new 
Bosch DME (Digital Motor Electronics) 
injection and ignition system. The rev 
limit is raised, but so little that the ta
chometer's red warning zone is unchanged 
from a nom. 11 911' s 6600 rpm. The shift 
lever is shorter and quicker, too, than the 
stick on a normal 911 coupe. 

The company has built near-race cars 
for the street before, most recently the 
1980 924 Carrera GT and 1973 Carrera 
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tem, power steering, ABS and airbags) puts 
another 130 kg or 286 lb atop the weight of 
today's normally aspirated 911 , so the fully 
equipped 4wd model should tip the scales at 
about 2975 Ib in European form . 

That meant Porsche had to dive once 

If you want to throw the kids in back of the 
Club Sport, good luck: there are 'no seats 

RS. The company says this new 911 model 
is a back-to-basics sports car, and it has 
taken care to keep the car street-legal: It has 
lights, tum · signals, windshield wipers .( front 
only) and safety 'glass all around. 

The professional Porsche racers we 
showed the Club Sport joked about re
moving the glove box door and the clock 
to save even more weight. They chuckled 
at the price. But they were judging the CS 
in the shadow of Porsche's aluminum and 
fiberglass Carrera RSRs of the '70s. 

The owner of our Club Sport's club 
racer makes equal fun of the pros. "I see 
people spend $1,500 to get 20 pounds out 
of their cars. They spend $3,000 to $5,000 
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more into the engine bay and rework the 
venerable flat-six in order to achieve the 
964 program's goal of outperforming the 
normally aspirated 2wd 911 coupe. The 
coupe's 3.2 liter makes 214 hp in U.S. 
trim , 231 hp without catalytic converters. 
First step was punching out the motor once 

to make the car lighter and quicker, and in 
the end they're not sure what they've got. 
I plan to leave this car stock . I have the 
peace of mind knowing that this car is 
factory-done. " 

One of the things the factory has done is 
to make it noisy on the highway, louder 
still than a normal 911 . The gearing is the 
same, as is the exhaust, but without 
sound-deadening material more road noise 
is transmitted to the driver from its op
tional 205/55-16 front and 225/50-16 rear 
tires (standard tires are 195/65-15 front 
with 215/60-15 rear.) At 3000 rpm in fifth 
gear the CS cruises at 68 mph, the same as 
a 911 coupe. If you like to be pampered 
behind the wheel, you'll continually reach 
for a higher gear. If you like bare-bones 
motoring, you'll never get to fifth . 

According to Porsche Cars North Amer
ica, fewer than a dozen orders have been 
taken for the car in the U. S., and 50 
worldwide. (European Club Sports , 
badged "Carrera CS, " differ from U.S. 
models only in undercoating; a standard 
treatment for U . S. Porsches.) 

Club Sport owners may laugh last. At 
the same price as a 911 filled with goodies, 
rational thought says the Club Sport is over
priced. But taking orders at a rate of only 

again, this time to displace 3.5 liters (re
member this thing started 25 years ago at 
1991 cc). The displacement , and equipping 
each cylinder with twin spark plugs and de
signing camshafts with variable valve tim
ing generates a reported · 250 hp with cata
lysts in German trim--expect something 

100 or so per year, the CS could be a true 
collector's value a few years hence. 

The appeal of a road-going body-in
white package like the Club Sport is per
sonal. It's the inner gratification of suf
fering for our passions, of setting higher 
priorities for performance than comfort. 
It ' s putting engine sound above stereo 
sound. The ciimate in which the car runs 
is the same climate in which the driver 
drives this car-no air conditioning, no 
pampering, no coddling. 

Kind of like a race car. 
-Phil Berg 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Base Price: . ........ .... ...... .....•... . .. . .. . (est) $45,895 
Wheelbase, (in): .. ................ ...................... 89.5 
Length/width, (in): .................... ......... 168.9/65.0 
Curb weight (Ib): .......... .................... .. ...... 2601 
Powertrain : ............. sohc 3.2 liter/193.1 cu in flat six, 

iron block, alloy head, 214 hp @ 5900 rpm, 195 Ib 
It @ 4800 rpm, rear-drive five-speed manual 

0-60 (sec): .... .......... .. ..... ...... .. ................ .. .. 5.6 
Top speed (mph): ............. .. ..... ............. ...... 149 
Mph at 1000 rpm in top: ........... ... .... ............. n/a 
Suspension: ........ Ind. front, longitudinal torsion bars, 

stabilizer bar; indo rear trailing arms, 
transverse torsion bar, stabilizer bar 

Brakes: ............................. vented discs front, rear 
Tires: .. .. ... ... .... . 195/65VR15 front, 215/60VR15 rear 
Mpg/range: 21.5 mpg (avg) x 22.5 gal = 483.75 miles 

Change your mind about the Club Sport? 
Only $9545.68 in parts will make it into a normal 911 

We've all experienced this negotiation. 
The car comes with fog lights stan

dard. You don 't want the lights and con
vince the dealer to " delete" their cost 
from the price. But how about a car with 
"delete options" built into the package? 
It's called the Porsche 911 CS. 

The Club Sport is a 911 with these 
features removed: Passenger sun visor 
($48.90), air conditioning ($4,496) , in
sulation under carpets (12 pcs . at $430), 
and radio ($955) . The deleted rear seats 
retail at $555.75 for each back rest and 
$532. for each bottom section. Elec
tric window regulator arms ($107.60 
each) and motors ($235 each) for each 
door are gone, as are the mechanisms 
($156.90), latches ($105.15), and con
trol unit ($138) for the power locks . 

Those prices total $9545 .68 but are 
for retail p'arts, 50 to 100 percent higher 
than option prices. Even so, that's still a 

healthy chunk of delete options. But the 
911 CS isn't discounted. It retails for 
$45,895, same as the standard 911. At 
no cost, Porsche graciously removes 
these parts to save the buyer that effort 
and cut 155 lbs . of curb weight. 

Does a "stripped" 911 makes sense? 
Well, Porsche is trying to address all 
segments of its market. For the few 
weekend racers who can appreciate the 
Club Sport, this car is the answer. 

Less than 10 have been ordered 
through U.S. dealers to date (a version is 
also sold in Europe under the Carrera CS 
name). Scarcity may be the buyers' ulti
mate vindication. If the car's appeal is so 
limited that only a handful are made, it 
may become the collector equivalent of 
the RSR for the '80s-unless speculators 
read this and rush to dealers with order 
forms in hand . In either case, Zuffen
hausen probably won' t mind . • 
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more like 245 hp when it gets to the U. S. 
Most other automakers would tool up four

valve heads for such a project, but Porsche 
determined long ago that its air-cooled flat
six's block and heads suffer unacceptable 
thermal stresses with four valves. Also, 
Porsche engineers feel their two-valve can 
hold its own with competitors' four-valve 
mills . To quote one of the motor engineers in 

Weissach: "It is much easier to make a good 
four-valve engine out of a poor two-valve 
than it is to transform an optimal two-valve 
design into a four-valve that is better yet. " 

And who's to argue with results? The 
964, despite the weight gain and added fric
tion losses, is indeed faster than a 911 
coupe. Its zero-to-62 mph (0-100 km/h) 
time is reportedly under 6.0 seconds. Say 

Hello, Mr. Chips 
Can install-it-yourself chip urge 15 extra hp from 911? 

"We're hot-rodders at 
heart," says Dave 

Welch of Veloz Car Com
puters. And what do hot
rodders who are also com
puter programmers turn 
their energies to? In 
Welch's case it's computer 
chips; chips that pop into 
the engine management 
system of a car and repro

about $2,000 in parts and 
labor," Welch notes. "The 
chip will give the same re
sults. " 

gram it to increase horse- Chip mods: 'tuning in a can' 
power and top end. 

Based on tests conducted 
by Autothority, the firm 
claims a stock 911 's perfor
mance zero to 60 dropped 
from 6.46 seconds to 5.90 
seconds. Quarter-mile times 
dropped from 14.85 to 
14.25. Corrected horse
power jumped from 185 to 

Interested? "Tuning in a can" is the way 
Welch describes it. "All of the tuning is in
side the chip. There's nothing a mechanic 
could do that isn't done via the chip." 

The most recent project is a combined 
effort between Veloz and Autothority, a 
Virginia-based company specializing in su
pertuning Porsches. They have developed 
computer chip software to replace the stock 
chip found in the Digital Motor Electronics 
(DME) control system on a 911 and a 944. 

"If a guy goes to his dealer and wants to 
supertune his car to, say, European specs, 
the dealer will have to install a European 
fuel regulator and ignition system. That's 

200 at 5500 rpm and from 200 to 210 at 
6000 rpm. 944 test results claimed 0.51 off 
the zero-to-60 and 0.2 off the quarter-mile. 

And it's less expensive than a fine-tune 
from your dealer. The 911 software costs 
$500, the 944 chip, $375. Installation takes 
about 25 minutes, a # 10 wrench and a 
standard screwdriver, says the fIrm. Avail
able now from Autothority, the chips may 
also be marketed at select dealers soon. 

The only disadvantage: Once in place, 
the chip is indistinguishable from the origi
nal; clearly a scrutineer's nightmare. But for 
hot-rodders-at-heart, that's not a drawback. 

That's an unfair advantage .• 

5.5 to 60 mph, top speed above 162 mph. 
That top end, in ,fact, is in a class with the 
European no-catalyst 300 hp Porsche 911 
Turbo's, largely due to improved aerodyna- . 
mic efficiency. The rounded-off nose con
tributes, but it's primarily the flatter under~ 
side of the new car that generates a 0.32 Cd 
compared with the standard 911 's 0.38 Cd. 

To cap off the technological wizardry, 
Bott-and-company have blessed the 4wd 911 . 
with an innovative dual-mode cooling grille 
on the engine cover-it's also the wing. At 
low speeds it rests flush with the bodywork, 
but beginning at 80 kmIh (nearly 50 mph) it 
starts to rise-perfect for the autobahn, but 
for the U.S. we suspect it will launch a new 
bench-racing competition amongst owners, 
who will come to referring to speed in terms 
of inches of wing elevation. 

Porsche is fond of its automatic wing be
cause it not only preserves the stylists ' orig
inal 911 lines (som~thing today's tea-tray 
wing certainly doesn't do), but is aerody
namically effective, keeping drag low until 
the wing is needed to keep the tail planted 
firmly--or as firmly as any 911' s tail ever 
will be--on the pavement. 

In its 25-year history, Porsche has never 
before revised the styling of its basic 911 so 
dramatically as it will this time. The 911 
last got a subtle restyling of the front and 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Base Price: ................................. .. (est) $56,000 
Wheelbase, (In): .. ...... . ............ .......... ........... na 
length/width, (In): .................. ....... .............. na 
Curb weight (Ib): ................................ (est) 2975 
Powertraln: .... ...... ....... sohc 3.5Iiter/214 cid flat six, 
iron block, alloy head, (est) 245 hp, four-wheel drive 

five-speed manual 
0-60 (sec): .......................................... (est) 5.5 
Top speed (mph): ................................. (est) 162 
Mph at 1000 rpm In top: .......... .......... .. .......... na 
Suspension: ................ Coil-over-shocks, front, rear 

Lower wishbones, front; trailing arms, rear 
Brakes: ...................... vented discs front, rear, ABS 

Classic Porsche 911 shape has been updated for the 4wd model to look somewhat like 959 supercar with new front and rear fascias, 
rocker panels; the 25-year-old design was last face lifted 14 years ago. To be introduced as an '89 model, it will ride on 17-inch wheels 
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BMW REPLICA MERCEDES REPLICA 

• Manufactured in Belgium to 
highest European standards, 
T.U.V. approved 

• 100% X-ray inspected 
• Plus One & Plus 2 fitments 

for European, Japanese, & 
USA vehicles 

• Available in white, red, black, 
gold & silver 

• All hub centric 
• Most wheels available with 

car logos 
• Color catalog & application 

guide - $3.00 (refundable 
with purchase) 

• Arrow Dish available with 
gold star for all Mercedes 
models, 14" & 15" 

• Mercedes Replica available 
in 14" x 6.5" to make old 
cars look like new cars 

IMPORT TIRE CO. 
111 National Drive 

Glastonbury, CT 06033 
(203) 633·0254 

TIRE KINGDOM 
69 Locations 

In Southern Florida 
(305) 842·4290 

GRAND PRIX 
1728 Newport Blvd. 

Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
(714) 645·7022 

32 

DISCOUNT TIRE 
192 Locations 

throu\Jhout U.S.A. 
(602) 951·1938 

G.P.M. ACCESS. 

SCh:~~:ur~~~~I~~195 
(312) 882·1880 _ 

-ALL STAR TIRE CO. 
2721·35 E. Artesia Blvd. 
Long Beach, CA 90805 

(213) 531·0041 

BECK'S, INC. 
7000 Schaefer 

Dearborn, MI 48126 
(313) 846·2600 

Imported exclusively by: 

Global Imports, Ltd. 
314·298·3414 

rear bumper regions 14 years ago. Although 
earlier reports suggested that the entire 911 
range was being restyled, it is now under
stood that 2wd 911s will not be changed 
over to the new bodywork . Initially, at 
least, the reworked shape will be offered 
only with the 4wd model (and its Turbo 
variant, development project number 965 , 
due later). The 2wd 911 Turbo might be 
first to share the updating sometime later, 
with the base coupe maintained in current 
dress for the foreseeable future . 

New Porsche boss Heinz Branitzki told 
stockholders March 3 that the 964 is "a 
revolutionary automobile which is coming, 
and soon, to round out our program. The 

Porsche 964 is to be seen as an additional 
911 model," putting to rest rumors that all 
future 911s would boast 4wd. 

That this technologically sophisticated 
quarter-century edition of the landmark 911 
is intended to be a separate model is also' 
evident in its cost: reportedly midway be
tween that of the 911 coupe ($45,895) and 
the 911 Turbo ($68,670)-say $56,000 at 
today 's exchange rates. 

If the experience with the 4wd limited 
edition supercar 959 is any indication, that 
sticker will buy something that 911 junkies 
may regard with some skepticism but others 
will welcome-a faster 911 that is also eas
ier to drive near its limits . _ 

1989 Porsche 911 4wd turns a freshened face toward model's second quarter-century 

At What Price Porsche? 
As the dollar plummets, the cost of a 911 has skyrocketed 

FOur years ago the base price of a Porsche 
911 was $30,000. Had you added the 

goOdies, really loaded it up, an optioned out 
'84911 would have cost about $48,000. 

Fast forward to April, 1988. The sticker 
on a 911 coupe now reveals a base price of 
$45,895. In four years the ante to enroll in 
this chapter of the Porsche fraternity has 
jumped $15,000. And that's just the ante. 
Load up today's 911 with all available op
tions and the price is $75,639. 

Seventy-five thousand dollars for a 911? 
That's more than the base price of the 
Turbo or the 928 S4. If you want wind in 
your face, add another $7,000 for the cab
riolet and $2,933 more for cabrio options. 
(Sunshine don't come cheap.) 

The stock 911, like its ' 84 predecessor, 
is equipped with standards like air condi
tioning, power windows, radio, fog lights, 
tinted glass, heated mirrors and windshield 
washers, and leather wheel. 

It's those 30 options-that can include a 
sunroof ($1,307), compact-disc player 
($1,342), cruise control ($439), leather 

seats ($1,279), cellular phone installation 
kit ($1,617), metallic paint ($805) and of 
course the "turbo-look" package ($13,-
970)-which can kick the price of the 
basic 911 into the stratosphere. 

But consider the value of the deut
schemark. In March, 1984 one mark 
traded at $0.3837. Now the rate is 
$0.5856. That 50 percent increase in the 
currency's value equals the 50 percent 
increase in the 911 base prices. 

And the option list has almost doubled 
since '84 when only 17 choices were of
fered. Items like the "turbo-look" pack
age have actually decreased in price ($11,-
390 in '84) against the value of the mark. 

At What Price Porsche is ultimately a 
question of exchange rates. View the 
911 ' s price in those terms and the increase 
seems justified. But convincing a buying 
public that a jump from $30,000 to $45,-
000 isn't really a price increase sounds 
like a job for a presidential candidate. 

Or at very least, a TV evangelist. 
-Cynthia Claes 
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